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The University of Nebraska Omaha Assessment Committee is responsible for guiding the process of academic assessment across the campus in an effort to enhance student learning and facilitate the continuous improvement of our academic programs.

In recognizing the diversity of disciplines supported by the university and the diversity of the community of learners we serve, UNO is committed to an inclusive and holistic process of assessment that is faculty-driven, student-centered, and meets the needs of individual programs.

While a wide variety of assessment activities occur at UNO, the Assessment Committee primarily works with academic programs as they conduct end-of-program Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) Assessment. End-of-program assessments address the question "What should students be able to know and do by the time they have completed this academic program?"

Faculty in each academic program select and implement the best assessment methods to help determine whether students are meeting their program’s learning goals. The Assessment Resources page provides more information about end-of-program SLO assessment procedures and methods. For more information refer to the Assessment Resources and the Resources for Student Learning Outcomes.
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